NEW

The NEW Bio Micro EF brings the world closer – with BINOCULARITY and an unprecedented wide field of view! Available in 3.5x and 4.5x magnification, these lightweight Keplerian optics provide the freedom of mobility for individuals experiencing vision loss due to Macular Degeneration, Albinism, Stargardt’s Disease, Optic Atrophy and many other central vision loss conditions.

Even if nothing more can be done medically, usually MORE CAN BE DONE – VISUALLY. Tens of thousands of visually impaired people participate more fully in every day life with the use of Designs for Vision’s telescopic, microscopic, prismatic and e-scoop lens options developed specifically for Vision Rehabilitation.

Contact us to see this life changing solution.

Bringing the world closer with the

Bio Micro EF

3.5x and 4.5x
Lightweight
Keplerian optics provide
Binocular Vision
with an unprecedented
Wide Field of View